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The story of the game begins in the Lands Between, a large, vast
area surrounded by the Kingdoms of Rugna. There is a young
woman struggling to find her way in a chaotic world that she did
not choose, a world that was cast by a power greater than her
own, and a world that has sent her on a path to break the laws of
nature. Together with the few people she trusts, she embarks on a
journey in which a great battle is approaching. The objective is to
become an Elden Lord and lead an alliance of heroes, including
the two princesses who are imprisoned in the Lands Between, to
the end of the world. PRODUCT OVERVIEW - Tarnished, the Giant
Level 1: 100 / Level 20: 900 Element: Heavy Stone Attack Skills:
Beast Revenant: Tarnished strikes enemies with a stone, causing
them to bleed for 2 hits Archer: Tarnished attacks enemies with
the thrown stone, inflicting 2 hits for each enemy hit Element:
Poison Attack Skills: Cancer: Tarnished fires a poisonous dagger,
inflicting 2 damage per hit for 4 hits Visage: Tarnished damages
enemies with the dagger he fired, inflicting 2 damage for each
enemy hit Element: Fire Attack Skills: Great Huntsman: Tarnished
attacks enemies with fire and deals lightning damage for 6 hits
Empyreal: Tarnished fires a large fire at an enemy, inflicting them
with 1 damage for 1 hit Element: Water Attack Skills: Obsidian
Roll: Tarnished fires an obsidian ball, inflicting 2 damage for each
enemy hit Mire: Tarnished damages enemies with the ball he
fired, inflicting 2 damage for each enemy hit Element: Death
Attack Skills: Murderer's Blades: Tarnished attacks enemies with
the daggers he fired, inflicting 2 damage for each enemy hit
Element: Dark Attack Skills: Gate of Darkness: Tarnished damages
enemies with dark magic, inflicting 2 damage for each enemy hit
Element: Dark Blossom Attack Skills: Dark Blossom: Tarnished
attacks enemies with the dark blossom, inflicting 2 damage for
each enemy hit Element: Light Attack Skills: Charm Bracelet:
Tarnished deals a lightning spell that turns enemies around,
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Features Key:
Online play: Demonstrating the power of the Elden Ring you can play co-op with other players in
Versus Mode.
Virtual pet: Feed and care for your pet as it grows in power.
Armour battle: Acquire skills and equipment for your battle encounters.
Music: Play the soundtrack on your Playstation®.
Online leaderboards: See your ranking on the leaderboards, get notifications and more.
Save Data: Save data from previous game for ease of play.

The Characters in the Xbox 360® Game

Latias: The Tarnished Knight, who summons an overwhelming power from her party members using the
Power > Regenerate.
Vaporeon: The Keeper of the Woods, who has the Power > Fly.
Ho-Oh: The Giant Falconbird, who can be found in the Great Forest.
Lairon: The Dragon King, who dwells in the Deep Abyss.

Key Features of the PS3™ Game

GLORY AND GLORY: Party together with your friends and leave your own mark in the history of the Lands
Between.
Better features: Play Battles by yourself, explore vast dungeons and get a very detailed world map for free.
a Share Features: Easy to keep track of the progress of your confidants and free your map data.

Changeable costume data with real-life costumes: Let yourself freely change your character's costume to
create your own character with fresh feeling.
Online co-op feature where a player can directly connect with other player and travel together: Enjoy a
different drama and shake things up when you co-operate with other players!
A player can freely play as the group with his/her partner.

THE POWER OF THE ELDEN RING: Battle against the demon invaders with the power of the Elden Ring!
A player's Sealed Inventory: The item you received from the master is completely different from what the
player received in the business expedition, unlike the items sold in the market.
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